
SUMMER VACATION HOME WORK 2023-2024
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

CLASS XII

1. Solve the spotting errors, sentence improvements, Synonyms, Antonyms and
Idioms & Phrases of the given question papers (CDS) and write them in your NDA
Notebook.

Class XI

1. Write a Book Review on the assigned book to be presented in School Assembly in
the prescribed format.

2. Solve the provided question bank comprising spotting errors and idiom & phrases.

CLASS X

1. Write a book review of any book recently read by you to be presented in the class
for subject enrichment in the prescribed format.

2. Study the first three chapters of both the literature books and prepare notes with
all possible questions asked in previous year questions papers.

3. Write a short article on each of the following topics.
(a) Future of Nuclear Energy in India
(b) Importance of hobby clubs in schools

CLASS IX

1. Write a short article on each of the following topics.
(a) What is better: Paper books or E-Books
(b) The Problem of Rising Prices
(c) Global Warming

2. Write a short story with a suitable title and a moral lesson in 300 words.

3. Revise the first three chapters of both the textbooks and answer the questions
neatly.

CLASS-VIII

1. Write a short story in about 120-140 words with the following beginning.
I was absorbed looking at the chain of ants walking in discipline in and out of the
anthill. I had never seen anything so synchronized, I was feeling like ….

2. Write 50 phrasal verbs with their meanings and use them to frame meaningful
sentences.

3. Do the graphic drawing of one of your favourite stories given in the text books.



CLASS VII

1. Pen down your experience of visiting a new place in this summer vacation.
Mention the things you liked and how you will recommend your friends to visit
that place.

2. Read, revise and answer questions of chapter one to three of prescribed
textbooks.

3. Do the graphic drawing of one of your favourite stories given in the text books.


